FOUR ACTIONS TO
FILTER OUT FEAR
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About Fear

Action 1 | Take a News Break

by Henry Emmons, MD

Feel more vulnerable, insecure, or rattled after digesting

It is a uniquely human trait that
we can make ourselves sick
through our own thinking and
that we can spread ideas to one
another at a large scale. Under
the right circumstances (which
we seem to have at this point in
our evolution) fear spreads from
person to person, city to city, and
nation to nation. And it spreads
ever more quickly thanks to our
connected world. Fear can act
like a wildfire, passing rapidly
and destructively from one mind
to another. It's hard to remember
that this all occurs at the level of
thought.

the news or social media? Imagine what you eat: some
foods are better for you, others not-so-much, & you
know the difference by how you feel afterward. Let your
mind digest good stuff by consciously choosing to place
your attention toward healthier things most of the time.

Action 2 | See What's NOT Wrong
Your mind has a built-in survival radar to look for what’s
wrong or dangerous. Even though life-threatening
dangers are now less likely, that radar still sees threats
(e.g., political ads & product marketing). Consciously
choose to see less of what's wrong with the world &
more of what's right to reset your radar.

Action 3 | Get Grounded
A lightning rod absorbs extra energy of a lightning bolt

Fear has a purpose. It helps
ensure our survival. But how can
we protect ourselves from the
destructiveness of fear, while
retaining its usefulness? Try the
four actions to help you filter out
the harmful aspects of fear while
still staying present and aware.

to protect what holds it, but it has to be grounded for
the energy to safely disperse. Likewise, you can diffuse
the excess energy of fear by grounding. Do something
physical or tactile to engage your senses. Good options:
lay on the earth, sit up against a tree, or dig in the dirt.

Action 4 | See Thoughts for What They Are
Since thought generates fear, you can use thought to
mitigate fear. Try mindfulness to see thought for what it
is. As you observe your own thoughts & realize that you

watch the YouTube video:

are the thinker & your mind the thought creator, then
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you can step back & put thoughts in their proper place.
"This is only a thought, it's not the truth."

